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Welcome

As a student of this Martial Arts Academy, you represent the school in and out of the dojang. You
represent those who practice Taekwondo. Therefore, you should always conduct yourself in accordance
with the Student Oath and the Tenants of Taekwondo.
Students and visitors shall bow when entering or leaving the training floor.
Be on time for all classes and functions. If you are late to class, you must receive permission to join
class from the head instructor.
No student shall ever be in the dojang while consuming drugs or alcohol; it is forbidden. Additionally,
students that are ill or think they are ill should skip class as to not transmit sickness to the other students.
Any questions or concerns should be taken up with your instructor privately, not discussed among other
students.
The dojang is for Taekwondo training only. No other techniques may be practiced or taught to other
students without the permission of the head instructor.
No breaking of plastic boards, wood boards, bricks or any other materials without the direct supervision
of the instructor.
No sparring or “fighting” without the direct supervision of the instructor.
No food, drinks or gum is allowed on the floor at any time.
Respect the property and belongings of others.
Shoes may not be worn on the floor. Only instructors and students are allowed on the floor while class
is in session.
Any and all injuries shall be reported to the instructor on the floor immediately. Any student with an
injury must receive permission from the instructor to participate in class.
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DOJANG CODE OF CONDUCT

As a student of this Martial Arts Academy, you represent the school in and out of the dojang. You
represent those who practice Taekwondo. Therefore, you should always conduct yourself in accordance
with the Student Oath and the Tenants of Taekwondo.
Students and visitors shall bow when entering or leaving the training floor.
Be on time for all classes and functions. If you are late to class, you must receive permission to join
class from the head instructor.
No student shall ever be in the dojang while consuming drugs or alcohol; it is forbidden. Additionally,
students that are ill or think they are ill should skip class as to not transmit sickness to the other students.
Any questions or concerns should be taken up with your instructor privately, not discussed among other
students.
The dojang is for Taekwondo training only. No other techniques may be practiced or taught to other
students without the permission of the head instructor.
No breaking of plastic boards, wood boards, bricks or any other materials without the direct supervision
of the instructor.
No sparring or “fighting” without the direct supervision of the instructor.
No food, drinks or gum is allowed on the floor at any time.
Respect the property and belongings of others.
Shoes may not be worn on the floor. Only instructors and students are allowed on the floor while class
is in session.
Any and all injuries shall be reported to the instructor on the floor immediately. Any student with an
injury must receive permission from the instructor to participate in class.
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ATTIRE

All students are required to wear your full Taekwondo uniform to each class; unless otherwise directed
by your instructor.
The Taekwondo uniform consists of white pants, a white traditional martial arts top and your current
rank belt. The uniform also consists of an American flag on the right shoulder and a Korean flag on
the left shoulder. Students receiving their yellow belt will also receive a school patch to that shall be
attached to the right chest.
All female students must wear a blue, white or black t-shirt under their uniform top.
All female students with hair long enough to touch the shoulders are to put their hair up in a ponytail
during class.
The black stripe worn on the collar is for certified instructors only. The red stripe worn on the collar is
for students who are enrolled in the Assistant Instructors program.
Jewelry, especially metal bracelets and necklaces are not allowed in class. These can scratch other
students or come loose and cause a safety hazard. Wedding rings are allowed on the floor.
Please leave all your valuables at home or in your car. This dojang is not responsible for items lost or
stolen at the school.

STUDENT SAFETY / HYGIENE
Keep fingernails and toenails trimmed short and clean.
Wash your uniform regularly and use deodorant.
No chewing gum in class.
Absolutely no “horse-play” in the school at any time.
Students are not allowed on the mats unless supervised by an instructor.

RESPECT
Respect is one of the most important aspects of the martial arts. Respect your instructor, respect your
style and respect yourself.
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Refer to the master instructor as “Master _______” or “Sahbunim”, or “Kyosanim”
Refer to all instructors as “sir” or “ma’am” or as “Mr. ____” or “Mrs. _____”

Students shall stand at attention while being addressed by instructors or senior black belts.
All students will bow when entering or leaving the training area.
Questions are encouraged, however, argument is disrespectful. If you do not understand something,
see the instructor privately.
If you are called on by an instructor and it is more than three steps to get there, you will run to get into
position.
When you need to ask a question, you raise your right hand and support your elbow with your left hand.
All senior ranks should endeavor to assist lower ranks to learn.
All students are expected to show respect to the dojang and treat it as they would treat their home.
All students in the dojang shall stand at attention while the Oath and Tenants are being said.

SPARRING
Students below the rank of green belt are not allowed to spar in or out of class, unless otherwise
directed by the instructor.
Students below the rank of black belt are not allowed to free spar in or out of the dojang without the
direct supervision of an instructor.
During sparring, all students shall remember that sparring is practice and not a competition. It is not
“real” fighting. Lower ranks will go at slower speeds to gain knowledge and skills necessary. Upper
ranks are required to use control.
During free-sparring, all students are required to wear feet protectors, hand protectors and mouth guard.
Boys and men are encouraged to wear groin protectors. Students can wear additional protective gear
if desired, such as shin guards, forearm guards, etc.
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CLASS ATTENDANCE

There are requirements for attendance. Students must attend a minimum of 30 classes per testing cycle.
It is suggested that students attend at least 2-3 times a week to facilitate learning and remembering
forms and techniques.

RANK AND PROMOTION
The testing cycle for rank promotion is every 3-4 months. A few weeks before testing, eligible students
will be “invited” to test for rank promotion. Students must display, in class, proficiency in forms,
techniques and weapons in order to be eligible to test for rank promotion. If a student is struggling with
the material or is not invited to test, please take this up with the head instructor in private.
Students coming from other schools will usually be able to keep their current rank earned. However,
they will not be eligible to test for new rank until they have learned our system up to their rank.
Each belt or rank is a representation of the training and knowledge the student possesses. Once the
basic requirements of that rank have been satisfied, the student may test to move to the next rank.

BENEFITS OF TAEKWONDO
There are many benefits to learning Taekwondo.
The first being that students will begin immediately to know how to defend themselves or their loved
ones should danger arise.
The other benefit is an increased balance and control of their bodies and minds. Students learn the
mental side of martial arts and learn to control their minds and their tempers. Taekwondo is also a
great physical workout and students learn to condition their bodies for the physical activity.
l Enhance self-esteem by heightening your physical and mental powers.
l Build confidence by encouraging you to succeed and to take control of your life.
l Develop discipline by thoroughly training your body and mind in the tenets and techniques of
Taekwondo.
l Self-defense by training you to recognize situations in which physical self-defense may be
necessary, and teaching you how to control such situations to your advantage.
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l Strengthen your mind and body through increased physical coordination and mental
discipline.

STUDENT OATH
Sir/Ma’am
			
			
			
			
			
Sir/Ma’am

I shall observe the tenets of Taekwondo.
I shall respect instructors and seniors.
I shall never misuse Taekwondo
I shall be a champion of freedom and justice.
I shall build a more peaceful world.

THE 5 TENETS
Courtesy – Courtesy promotes mutual understanding, harmony, peacefulness, humbleness, 		
cooperation, respect, and a sense of justice.
Integrity – By demonstrating integrity in our daily lives, people will learn to regard us as 			
dependable, responsible, and honest.
Perseverance – Perseverance is the quality of being consistent. Success comes to those 		
who set goals and then never give up.
Self Control – Self Control is showing restraint and power over our emotions, thoughts and 		
feelings.
Indomitable Spirit – Indomitable spirit means having the courage to be yourself at all times, 		
and to do what you think is right regardless of the pressures people put on you. It means having
a strong spirit that is not crushed or swayed by adversity or obstacles.
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THE TAEKWONDO WAY

The Taekwondo Way is a way of life, a living art and a philosophy. It is concerned with helping us to
have a better understanding of ourselves through commitment, concentration, focus and achievement.
This experience of understanding ourselves is what is meant by the spirit of Taekwondo. It is an Art but
ultimately it is self-defense and physical fitness for men, women and children.
The central purpose of learning Taekwondo is the development of sound minds and bodies. It teaches
self-confidence through discipline and patience. This self-confidence cannot be given to a student it
must be developed and generated by the student of Taekwondo. This self-confidence builds character
and character leads to good self-esteem. When one feels good and confident about him or herself,
they are able to invest in the betterment and goodwill of the world in which we live.
The real value of Taekwondo lies in what it can teach us about ourselves; that we can be more than what
we are now; that we have no need of fear; and that our capacities for energy, awareness, compassion,
and excellent health are far greater than what we know.
Our art is not just kicking and punching. It is an ongoing test of physical and mental fitness, of stamina,
perseverance, courage and creativity. It combines the best of mind and body discipline into an art form
which can become a way of life. When correctly learned and used, it is the perfect physical fitness
activity since it utilizes every muscle in the body while naturally regulating a person’s weight. You will
develop flexibility, strength, muscle tone, speed, reflexes, and mental acuity.
We look forward to assisting you on your journey to black belt.
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White Belt Curriculum: 								Tenth Gup

Meaning of White Belt:Represents innocence and purity, the student who has no previous knowledge
of Taekwon-Do.
Oath:				
I shall observe the tenants of Taekwondo
				
I shall respect instructors and seniors
				I shall never misuse Taekwondo
				
I shall be a champion of freedom and justice
				
I shall build a more peaceful world
Tenants:			Courtesy
				Integrity
				Perseverance
				Self Control
				Indomitable Spirit
1-10 in Korean:		
1 = hanna
2 = dool
3 = set
				5 = tda-suht 6 = ya-soht 7 = il-gop
				9 = a-hup
10 = yool

4 = net
8 = ya-dool

Techniques: Kicking: Front Kick, Side Kick, Turning Kick
		
Hand: Front Punch, Middle Block, Low Block, Low Block with Knife-Hand
Stances:

Attention Stance, Parallel (Ready) stance, Walking (Front) stance

Patterns:
		

Saju Jirugi (Four Direction Punch) (7 Moves) and
Saju Magki (Four Direction Block) (8 Moves)

Sparring:

Three Step

Ho Sin Sul: Releases from a straight grab to the wrist; Releases from a cross grab to the wrist
Additional Information: Taekwondo - Way of the Hand and Foot; Dobok - Uniform; Dojang - School;

Rank Promotion Testing Requirements

1. Be able to perform both saju’s
2. Perform 3 Step Sparring
3. Recite the meaning of white belt
4. Recite the Oath and Tenets
5. Be able to count in Korean
6. Recite information: Taekwondo - Way of the Hand and Foot; Dobok - Uniform; Dojang - School;
7. Be able to tie their own belt
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White Belt Curriculum: 								Ninth Gup
Oath:				
I shall observe the tenants of Taekwondo
				
I shall respect instructors and seniors
				I shall never misuse Taekwondo
				
I shall be a champion of freedom and justice
				
I shall build a more peaceful world
Tenants:			Courtesy
				Integrity
				Perseverance
				Self Control
				Indomitable Spirit
Information:
The five elements of power are: hips, stance, focus, reaction force, and speed.
The one-steps promote: focus, distance, timing, and technique.

CHON- JI (19 Moves) means literally “the Heaven the Earth”. It is, in the Orient, interpreted as
the creation of the world or the beginning of human history, therefore, it is the initial pattern
played by the beginner. This pattern consists of two similar parts; one to represent the Heaven 		
and the other the Earth
Meaning of White Belt:
Represents innocence and purity, the student who has no 			
					previous knowledge of Taekwon-Do.
Techniques: Hand: Punch, High Block, Low Block, Low Knife-Hand Block, Inner Forearm Block,
			
Knifehand Side Strike
		
Kick: Front Kick, Front Snap, Side Front Snap Kick
Stances:
Sitting (Middle) stance, L (Back) Stance
One Steps: 3 Step Sparring with Partner
Sparring:
Basic 3 Step Sparring
Pattern:
Chon-Ji Tul
Ho Sin Sul: One release from a double grab to the lapel
		
One release from a double grab to the wrist
		
One joint attack (control hold) from a double-handed choke

Rank Promotion Testing Requirements

1. Be able to pattern Chon Ji
2. Perform 3 Step Sparring with Partner
3. Recite the meaning of white belt
4. Recite the Oath and Tenets
5. Be able to count in Korean
6. Recite information: Five Elements of Power; One Steps Promote
7. Perform Ho Sin Sul
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Yellow Belt Curriculum: 								Eight Gup

Meaning of Yellow Belt: Represents a plant that begins to see the light as the foundation 						
of Taekwon-Do is being laid.
Oath:				
I shall observe the tenants of Taekwondo
				
I shall respect instructors and seniors
				I shall never misuse Taekwondo
				
I shall be a champion of freedom and justice
				
I shall build a more peaceful world
Tenants:			Courtesy
				Integrity
				Perseverance
				Self Control
				Indomitable Spirit
Information:
The five elements of power are: hips, stance, focus, reaction force, and speed.
The one-steps promote: focus, distance, timing, and technique.
General Choi Hong Hi is the modern day founder of Taekwondo.
General Choi’s nickname is Chang-Han, meaning ‘Blue Cottage.’
Taekwondo became the nation sport of Korea in 1955.
DAN-GUN (21 Moves) is named after the holy Dan-Gun, the legendary founder of Korea in the year of 2,333 BC
Techniques:
		
Hand: Guarding block with the knife-hand; Twin block with the outer forearms
			
Rising block with the outer forearm’ Outward strike with the knife-hand
		
Kicking: Turning Kick (lead leg, rear leg, lead leg in a stepping motion)
			
Side Turning Kick (lead leg, rear leg, lead leg in a stepping motion)
			
Back Piercing Kick (to C & D)
Stances:
Parallel (Ready) stance, Walking (Front) stance, Sitting (Middle) stance,
		
L (Back) Stance, Inner and Outer Open
Ho SIn Sul:
One joint attack (control hold) from a single straight grab to the wrist
		
One joint attack (control hold) from a single cross grab to the wrist
		
One joint attack (control hold) from a double grab to the wrists
		
One joint attack (control hold) from a single grab to the lapel
Made Up Defense: 3 Made Up Self Defenses
Sparring:
Intermediate 3-step sparring with partner

Rank Promotion Testing Requirements
1. Be able to pattern Dan Gun and Chon Ji
2. Recite who is the modern day founder of Taekwondo
3. Recite what is General Choi’s nickname
4. Identify when Taekwondo became a national sport
5. Recite the meaning of Dan Gun
6. Recite the meaning of Yellow Belt
7. Perform 3 step sparring with Partner
8. Perform Ho Sin Sul
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Yellow Belt Curriculum: 								Seventh Gup
Meaning of Yellow Belt: Represents a plant that begins to see the light as the foundation 					
of Taekwon-Do is being laid.
Oath:				
I shall observe the tenants of Taekwondo
				
I shall respect instructors and seniors
				I shall never misuse Taekwondo
				
I shall be a champion of freedom and justice
				
I shall build a more peaceful world
Tenants:			Courtesy
				Integrity
				Perseverance
				Self Control
				Indomitable Spirit
Information:
		
Do-San (24 Moves) - Is the pseudonym of the patriot Ahn Chang-Ho (1876-1938). The 24 moves
		
represent his entire life, which he devoted to furthering the education of Korea and its independence
		movement.

			

Confucius’ Poem
If there is righteousness in the heart, there will be beauty in the character.
If there is beauty in the character, there will be harmony in the home.
If there is harmony in the home, there will be order in the nation.
If there is order in the nation, there will be peace in the world.

Techniques:
		
Hand: High Side block with the outer forearm; Thrust with the straight fingertip; Side strike with the back
			
fist; Wedging block with the outer forearms
		
Kicking: High Kick; Skip Turning Kick; Skip Front Kick; Combination Kicking
Stances:
Parallel (Ready) stance, Walking (Front) stance, Sitting (Middle) stance,
		
L (Back) Stance
Pattern: Do San Tul
Ho Sin Sul:
Arm Bar Control from a double grab to the lapel
		
Arm Bar Control from a double grab to the wrist
		
One joint attack (control hold) from a double-handed choke
Made Up Defense: 3 Made Up Self Defenses
Sparring:
Advanced 3-step sparring with partner; Basic Tournament Sparring

Rank Promotion Testing Requirements

1. Be able to patterns Do San, Dan Gun and Chon Ji
2. Recite the Confucius Poem
3. Recite the meaning of Do San
4. Recite the meaning of Yellow Belt
5. Advanced 3-step sparring with partner; Basic Tournament Sparring
6. Perform Ho Sin Sul
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Green Belt Curriculum: 								Sixth Gup

Oath:				
I shall observe the tenants of Taekwondo
				
I shall respect instructors and seniors
				I shall never misuse Taekwondo
				
I shall be a champion of freedom and justice
				
I shall build a more peaceful world
Tenants:			Courtesy
				Integrity
				Perseverance
				Self Control
				Indomitable Spirit

Information:
		
Training Secrets of Taekwondo:
			
1. Study the theory of power thoroughly.
			
2. Understand the purpose and meaning of each movement clearly.
		Won-Hyo (28 moves) Was the monk who introduced Buddhism to the Silla Dynasty in 686 A.D.
		Meaning of Green Belt: Represents a plant which is beginning to grow.
Techniques:
		
Hand: Inward strike with the knife-hand; Circular block with the inner forearm; Guarding block 		
		
with the outer forearm
		
Kicking: Stepping Hook Kick (Lead leg - offensive); Vertical Kick with the footsword; Vertical Kick
		
with the reverse footsword; Side Pushing Kick; Combination Kicking
Stances:
Fixed stance ; Bending ready stance type A; Close ready stance type A
Pattern:
Won-Hyo Tul
Sparring:
Free sparring; Beginning 2 Step Sparring; Intermediate Tournament Sparring
Ho Sin Sul:
Defend against a single choke from front; Defend against a double choke from the front
		
Throw against a forefist punch from walking stance; Throw against a side front snap kick from 		
		
L-stance
Made Up Self Defense: 3 Made Up Self Defenses
Breaking:
Palm Heel Strike; Front Snap Kick
Knife and Gun Defense: Set 1

Rank Promotion Testing Requirements

1. Be able to perform patterns Won Hyo, Do San, Dan Gun, and Chon Ji
2. Recite the meaning of Won Hyo
3. Recite the meaning of Green Belt
4. Recite the first 2 Training Secrets
5. Perform Knife and Gun Defense Set 1
6. Perform Ho Sin Sul
7. Perform Made Up Self Defense
8. Beginning 2-step sparring with partner; Intermediate Tournament Sparring
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Green Belt Curriculum: 								Fifth Gup
Oath: I shall observe the tenants of Taekwondo			
Tenants:
Courtesy
I shall respect instructors and seniors					
Integrity
I shall never misuse Taekwondo						Perseverance
I shall be a champion of freedom and justice					
Self Control
I shall build a more peaceful world						
Indomitable Spirit

Information:
		
Training Secrets of Taekwondo:
			
3. Bring the movement of eyes, hands, feet, and breath into a single coordinated action.
			
4. Choose the appropriate attack for each vital spot.
		
		
		

Yul-Gok (38 Moves) Is the pseudonym for the great philosopher and scholar Yi I (1536-1584),
nicknamed the Confucius of Korea.” The 38 moves refer to his birthplace on the 38° latitude 		
and the diagram, plus over minus (±), represents scholar.

		Meaning of Green Belt: Represents a plant which is beginning to grow.
Techniques:
		
		

Hand: Hooking block with the palm; Front strike with the elbow; Twin block with the knife-hands; 		
Double block with the inner forearm

		
		
		
		

Kicking: Reverse Hook Kick (offensive); Hooking Kick (defensive); Twisting Kick; Skip Hook
Kick (offensive); Flying Side Kick; Double Kicks - multiple targets, more difficult kicks; Two
consecutive Kicks - multiple targets, more difficult kicks; Combination Kicks - multiple targets, 		
more difficult kicks

Stances:
X-stance – jumping motion; X-stance – stepping; Diagonal stance; Fighting stance
Pattern:
Yul-Gok Tul
Ho Sin Sul:
Defend against a single choke with the forearm from the rear; Defend against a double choke f		
		
from rear; Defend against a headlock from the side
Sparring:
Advanced 3-step sparring with partner
Made Up Self Defense: 3 Made Up Self Defenses
Breaking:
Front Kick and Palm Heel
Knife and Gun Defense: Set 1

Rank Promotion Testing Requirements

1. Be able to patterns Yul Gok, Won Hyo, Do San, Dan Gun, and Chon Ji
2. Recite the meaning of Yul Gok
3. Recite the meaning of Green Belt
4. Recite 2 Training Secrets
5.Perform Knife and Gun Defense Set 1
6. Perform Ho Sin Sul
7. Perform Made Up Self Defense
8. Advanced 2-step sparring with partner; Intermediate Tournament Sparring
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Blue Belt Curriculum: 								Fourth Gup

Oath: I shall observe the tenants of Taekwondo			
Tenants:
Courtesy
I shall respect instructors and seniors					
Integrity
I shall never misuse Taekwondo						Perseverance
I shall be a champion of freedom and justice					
Self Control
I shall build a more peaceful world						
Indomitable Spirit

Information:
		
Training Secrets of Taekwondo:
			
5. Become familiar with the correct angle and distance for attack and defense.
			
6. Keep both the arms and legs bent slightly while the movement is in motion.
		
		
		
		

Choong-Gun (32 Moves) Is named after the patriot Ahn Choong-Gun, who assassinated HiroBumi Ito, the first Japanese Governor-general of Korea, known as the man who played the
leading part in the Korea-Japan merger. The 32 moves represent Mr. Ahn’s age when he was
executed at Lui-Shung prison (1910).

		Meaning of Blue Belt: Represents a plant as it reaches for the sky.
Techniques:
		
Hand: Middle Side block with the reverse knife-hand; Upward block with the palm; Upward strike
		
with the elbow
		
Vertical punch with the twin forefists; Upset punch with the twin forefists; Rising block with the
		
x-fist; Pressing block with the palm; Angle punch with the forefist; U-shape block with the arc		hands
		
Kick: Reverse Turning Kick - toward front or side front; Outward Downward Kick; Inward 		
		
Downward Kick; Three Consecutive Kicks - same direction
Stances:
Rear foot stance, Low stance, Close ready stance type B, Bending ready stance B
Pattern:
Joong-Gun Tul
Ho Sin Sul: Defend against a bearhug (over the arms) from the rear; Defend against a bearhug (over the arms)
		
from the front; Defend against a single hair grab from the front; Defend against a single hair
		
grab from the rear; Foot sweeps against an L-stance
Sparring:
Beginning 1-step sparring; Free sparring
Made Up Self Defense: 3 Made Up Self Defenses
Breaking:
Piercing Kick (Side-Kick) and Front Elbow Strike
Knife and Gun Defense: Set 2

Rank Promotion Testing Requirements

1. Be able to perform Joong Gun, Yul Gok, Won Hyo, Do San, Dan Gun, and Chon Ji
2. Recite the meaning of Joong Gun
3. Recite the meaning of Blue Belt
4. Recite 2 Training Secrets
5. Perform Knife and Gun Defense Set 1-2
6. Breaking: Piercing Kick (Side-Kick) and Front Elbow Strike
7. Perform Ho Sin Sul
8. Perform Made Up Self Defense
9. Advanced 2-step sparring with partner; Intermediate Tournament Sparring
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Blue Belt Curriculum: 								Third Gup

Oath: I shall observe the tenants of Taekwondo			
Tenants:
Courtesy
I shall respect instructors and seniors						Integrity
I shall never misuse Taekwondo							Perseverance
I shall be a champion of freedom and justice					
Self Control
I shall build a more peaceful world						
Indomitable Spirit
Information:
The 9 points to be observed while performing forms:
		
1. Accuracy – a form should begin and end on the same spot.
		
2. Correct posture and facing should be maintained at all times.
		
3. The muscles of the body should be tensed and relaxed at the proper moments.
		
		
		

Toi-Gye (37 Moves) Is the pen name of the noted scholar Yi Hwang (16th Century), an
authority on neo-Confucianism. The 37 moves refer to his birthplace on the 37° latitude,
and the diagram, plus over minus (±), represents “scholar.”

		

Meaning of Blue Belt: Represents a plant as it reaches for the sky.

Techniques: Hand: Upset thrust with the flat fingertip; Side back strike with the back fist; Side thrust 		
			
with the twin elbow; W-shape block with the outer forearm; Double pushing block 		
			
with the inner forearm; Front thrust with the flat fingertip; Pressing block with the 		
			
x-fist
		
Kicking: None New
Stances:
Close ready stance C; Close ready stance D
Forms:
Toi-GyeTul
Ho Sin Sul:
Sparring:
Intermediate 1-step sparring; Advanced Tournament Sparring; Free sparring
Made Up Self Defense: 3 Made Up Self Defenses

Breaking:
Jump Front Snap Kick and Back Elbow
Knife and Gun Defense: Set 3

Rank Promotion Testing Requirements

1. Be able to perform Toi Gye, Joong Gun, Yul Gok, Won Hyo, Do San, Dan Gun, and Chon Ji
2. Recite the meaning of Toi Gye
3. Recite the meaning of Blue Belt
4. Recite first 3 points of 9 points observed while performing patterns
5. Perform Knife and Gun Defense Set 1-3
6. Breaking: Jump Front Snap Kick and Back Elbow
7. Perform Ho Sin Sul
8. Perform Made Up Self Defense
9. Advanced 2-step sparring with partner; Intermediate Tournament Sparring
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Red Belt Curriculum: 								Second Gup

Oath: I shall observe the tenants of Taekwondo			
Tenants:
Courtesy
I shall respect instructors and seniors					
Integrity
I shall never misuse Taekwondo						Perseverance
I shall be a champion of freedom and justice					
Self Control
I shall build a more peaceful world						
Indomitable Spirit

Information:
The 9 points to be observed while performing forms:
		
4. A form should be performed in rhythmic movements with an absence of stiffness.
		
5. Moves should be accelerated and decelerated according to the instructions.
		
6. Each pattern should be perfected before going on to the next.
		
Hwa-Rang (29 Moves) Is named after the Hwa-Rang youth group which originated in the Silla Dynasty
in the early 7th century. The 29 moves refer to the 29th Infantry Division, where Taekwondo
developed into maturity.
The 5 parts of the Hwa-Rang Warrior Code:
		
Be loyal to your King.
		
Be obedient to your parents.
		
Be honorable to your friends.
		
Never retreat in battle.
		
Make a just attack
Meaning of Red Belt: Represents ‘danger’; student has technique but lacks control.
Techniques:
		
		
		
		

Hand: Pushing block with the palm; Upward punch with the forefist; Downward strike 			
with the knife-hand; Side front block with the inner forearm; Side thrust with the elbow
Kicking: Side Checking Kick; Outward pressing Kick; Inward Pressing Kick ; Stamping 			
Kick; Back Snap Kick

Stances:
Vertical stance; Close ready stance type C
Patterns:
Hwa-Rang Tul and Saju Tulgi
Ho Sin Sul:
Rank Determination
Made Up Self Defense: 3 Made Up Self Defenses
Sparring:
Advanced 1-step sparring ; Beginning semi-free sparring;
Knife and Gun Defense: Set 4
Breaking: Reverse Piercing Kick (Side-Kick), Downward Hammer Fist

Rank Promotion Testing Requirements

1. Be able to perform Hwa Rang, Toi Gye, Joong Gun, Yul Gok, Won Hyo, Do San, Dan Gun, and Chon Ji
2. Recite the meaning of HwaRang; Recite the Hawrang Warrior Code
3. Recite the meaning of Red Belt
4. Recite 3 points of 9 points observed while performing patterns
5. Breaking: Back Piercing Kick (Side-Kick), Downward Hammer Fist
6. Perform Knife and Gun Defense Set 1-4
7. Perform Ho Sin Sul
8. Perform Made Up Self Defense
9. Advanced 1-step sparring ; Beginning semi-free sparring;
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Red Belt Curriculum: 								First Gup
Oath: I shall observe the tenants of Taekwondo			
Tenants:
Courtesy
I shall respect instructors and seniors					
Integrity
I shall never misuse Taekwondo						Perseverance
I shall be a champion of freedom and justice					
Self Control
I shall build a more peaceful world						
Indomitable Spirit

Information:
The 9 points to be observed while performing forms:
		
7. Students should know the purpose of each movement.
		
8. Students should perform each move with realism.
		
9. Attack and defense techniques should be equally distributed among the left and right 		
		
hands and feet.
		
		
		
		
		

Choong-Moo (31 Moves) Was the name given to the great Admiral Yi Soon Sin of the Yi 		
Dynasty. He was reputed to have invented the first armored battleship (Kobukson) in 1592,
which is said to be the precursor of the present-day submarine. The reason why this pattern
ends with a left hand attack is to symbolize his regrettable death, having no chance to show his
unrestrained potential checked by the forced reservation of his loyalty to the king.

		

Meaning of Red Belt: Represents ‘danger’; student has technique but lacks control.

Techniques:
		Hand:
		
Kicking: Flying Side Pushing Kick; Flying Side Thrusting Kick; Four Consecutive Kicks - 		
		
Different Directions
Stances:
None New
Ho Sin Sul:
Mutliple Attacker; Rank Determination
Patterns:
Choong-Moo
Made Up Self Defense: Multiple Attacker Made Ups (2-on-1)
Sparring:
Advanced semi-free sparring; Model Sparring; Free sparring versus one opponent
Knife and Gun Defense: Knife Defense #5
Breaking: Downward Kick (Axe-Kick), Side Knife Hand Strike

Rank Promotion Testing Requirements

1. Be able to perform Choong-Moo, Hwa Rang, Toi Gye, Joong Gun, Yul Gok, Won Hyo, Do San, Dan
Gun, and Chon Ji
2.Recite the meaning of Choong-Moo
3. Recite the meaning of Red Belt
4. Recite 3 points of 9 points observed while performing patterns
5. Perform Knife Defense #5
6. Breaking: Downward Kick (Axe-Kick), Side Knife Hand Strike
7. Perform Knife and Gun Defense Set 1-5
8. Perform Ho Sin Sul
9. Perform Made Up Self Defense; 2 on 1 Self Defense
10. Advanced semi-free sparring; Model Sparring; Free sparring versus one opponent

